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NEW QUESTION: 1
A solutions architect is designing a high performance computing
(HPC) workload on Amazon EC2.
The EC2 instances need to communicate to each other frequently
and require network performance with low latency and high
throughput.
Which EC2 configuration meets these requirements?
A. Launch the EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group spanning
multiple Availability Zones

B. Launch the EC2 instances in a spread placement group in one
Availability Zone
C. Launch the EC2 instances in a cluster placement group in one
Availability Zone
D. Launch the EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group in two
Regions and peer the VPCs
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When configuring IPv6 on an interface, which two IPv6 multicast
groups are joined?(Choose two)
A. FC00::/7
B. FF02::1
C. FF02::2
D. 2002::5
E. 2000::/3
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
When an interface is configured with IPv6 address, it
automatically joins the all nodes (FF02::1) and solicited-node
(FF02::1:FFxx:xxxx) multicast groups. The all-node group is
used to communicate with all interfaces on the local link, and
the solicited-nodes multicast group is required for link-layer
address resolution. Routers also join a third multicast group,
the all-routers group (FF02::2).

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network engineer executes the show IP Cache flow command,
Which two types of information are displayed in the report that
is generated? (Choose two.)
A. flow samples for specific protocols
B. IP packet distribution
C. top talkers
D. SMLS flow traffic
E. flow export statistics
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are the device special files naming convention in a
Solaris environment?
A. Block Device is /dev/dsk/c#t#d#s2 and Character Device is
/dev/rdsk/c#t#d#s2
B. Block Device is /dev/dsk/c#t#d# and Character Device is
/dev/rdsk/c#t#d#
C. Block Device is /dev/hdisk# and Character Device is
/dev/rhdisk#
D. //./PHYSICIALDRIVE#

Answer: A
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